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The role of translator is really important since in this world people speak different languages. This fact makes translation a big business nowadays. Novel, Films, articles, songs, literary works, and other types of discourse are translated in order to fulfill the people’s needs.

However, as no two languages are the same, translation becomes a difficult job to do. The semantic, cultural and ‘not found term’ problems of the source and target languages are the sources problems in translation. That is why appropriate competence of a translator is needed to avoid making mistakes. In any translation the meaning and the form should be kept as closely and naturally as the original one in order to have a qualified translation.

Since gospel songs translation is one types of discourse translation which is needed to pass the message of the source songs (English songs) into target songs (Indonesian song) especially for those who do not speak the source language (English), the translation should meet with the criteria of a good translation.

However, based on the fact that a song has its own specific rhythm which represents the number of syllables that can be carried in each verse, gospel songs’ lyrics translation may be more difficult than other discourses. That is why although both the original and the translated version of the translation of the lyrics of gospel songs convey the same purpose, there are still differences in both the form and the meaning between the original verses and translated version of the gospel songs.

In the attempt to find out the translation characteristics of gospel songs’ lyrics, the writer uses Nida’s criteria for judging translation as the parameter for this study to analyze the meanings and the forms of the verses of source song. The song that is analyzed by the writer is “What the Lord Has Done in Me” by Reuben Morgan with the Indonesian translation PerbuatanNya Bagiku by Jacglien Celosse. In this song there are seventeen verses including the title.

It is found out that there are five verses which have the characteristics of preserved meaning and restructured form, one verse that has the characteristics of preserved meaning and preserved form, ten verses including the title which have the characteristics of distorted meaning and restructured form, and two verses which are untranslated. However, despite some verses which have the distorted
meanings and restructured forms, the message of the source song which is to tell about the blessing that God gives to all human beings can be represented in the target song.